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The debate about the need for
healthcare transformation is over,
and the time has come to act
together on what is known, and
learn together what can be done.

Connect
Build powerful and trustworthy
relationships with healthdoers,
experts and allies—online and
in-person

Learn
Explore topics prioritized by
network participants and
grounded in reality

In pockets of innovation across the country, healthdoers
have been forging local solutions to the U.S. health crisis,
but to date, these regional efforts remain too disconnected,
forcing too many people to start from scratch.
That’s why with vision and support from the Robert Wood
Johnson Foundation, the Network for Regional Healthcare
Improvement (NRHI) launched the Collaborative Health
Network—a new platform that connects healthdoers and
trusted groups to accelerate health improvement.

Inspire
Energize health improvement
efforts by sharing experiences,
promoting local successes and
recognizing rising stars

Accelerate
Catalyze the spread of what
works so that no one has to
start from scratch

What is it?

Who is the audience for the Network?

• Invited participants from trusted networks of
		 communities and partners

• Healthdoers who are actively working to accelerate
		 local health improvement

• A shared-learning platform to connect with peers,
		 learn, and access recommended resources

• Community leaders and national experts who want
		 to share their knowledge to make a difference

• Peer-to-peer online and in-person learning forums
• Participant-prioritized selection of healthcare
		 and health topics

• Stakeholders and organizations who are supporting
		 and enabling health improvement

• Mentors comprised of local experts and national
		 thought leaders

Request an invitation to join today. The Collaborative Health Network is
currently in an “invite-only” beta phase. Contact us and catalyze the spread
of what works so that no one has to start from scratch. You can follow
development of the Network at: #healthdoer or www.nrhi.org/healthdoers.
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How are we doing this?

The Collaborative Health Network connects healthdoers
and catalyzes the spread of pioneering knowledge of
what works across the U.S. so no one has to start from
scratch.

Learn
• Gain insight and guidance from local experts, national
thought leaders and rising stars
• Share and receive updates on relevant new programs,
events and resources

Connect
• Easily find the right people, insight and
resources on this by-invitation only shared
learning platform

• Join discussions facilitated by local leaders and experts
on important health topics related to:
Payment and delivery system reform
Performance measurement and reporting
Quality improvement & practice transformation
Data analytics & health information technology
Collaborative leadership & social change

• Ask questions and get crowd-sourced answers
from in-the-know participants
• Build new relationships with healthdoers from across
the country through online and in-person events

Accelerate
Inspire
• Share hard-won lessons and real-life stories
		 about what works and what doesn’t
• Receive support from seasoned local leaders
		 who know what it takes to drive change

• Uncover pockets of local innovation in
communities like yours
• Build bridges between disconnected projects,
people and communities
• Tap into the collective wisdom of healthdoers
across the country

• Engage with like-minded peers in small groups

Request an invitation to join today. The Collaborative Health Network is
currently in an “invite-only” beta phase. Contact us and catalyze the spread
of what works so that no one has to start from scratch. You can follow
development of the Network at: #healthdoer or www.nrhi.org/healthdoers.

